
 

 

Team CharTer 
(ProPosal requiring raTifiCaTion By squad-2023) 

 

‘Team Australia’ is the official national representative squad for Australia at the Age of Sigmar World 
Championships.   The purpose of this Charter is to serve as a governance document that is fully 
transparent to the Australian Age of Sigmar community and outlines the team rules, selection process, 
and other relevant governance matters. 

  



 

This Charter provides a framework of transparent governance for Team Australia over the long term.  It 
is conceptually modeled on other Charters of successful national teams within our chosen sport.   This 
proposed Charter has been endorsed & ratified by Team Australia rep squad for 2022. 

Team Australia 2023 will be expected to review and endorse (or modify) the Charter shortly after 
selection.   At that point, the Charter would have been endorsed by 2 separate squads independently 
picked and will become the ‘permanent’ document that outlines the governance mechanisms for Team 
Australia hereafter (subject to future changes based on Article 5 mechanisms). 

 

1. Purpose 
1.1. The purpose of this Charter is to transparently outline the governance mechanisms for Team 

Australia, the national representative squad for the Age of Sigmar Worlds Championships. 
 

2. Team Selection 
 

2.1. Team Selection 
 

2.1.1.   All places for Team Australia will be ‘spilled’ each year and made open for new applicants 
or re-application each year. 

2.1.2.   The only individual with a ‘guaranteed’ slot in the new squad is the Team Captain (as 
described in 3.1.1 below). 

 
Governance Note: The purpose of the full team spill each year is to reduce the risk of Team 
Australia becoming a closed ‘old boys’ club.    
 

2.2.   The Selectors Committee 
 

2.2.1.    The Selectors Committee will consist of a panel of either 3 or 5 Selectors consisting of  
(a) The Team Captain for the upcoming campaign (see 3.1.1 below) AND 
(b) Any Retiring Captain from the previous campaign (if applicable and where they do 

not intend to be a player so as to preserve independence and probity) AND 
(c) The Residual Selector(s) to fill the Committee will be individuals invited by the Team 

Captain and Retiring Captain from amongst players, tournament organizers and/or 
media figures from within the Australian AOS community.   

a. The Residual Selector(s) will be selected at the full discretion of the 
Captain(s) and will consist of people of (a) appropriate experience of the 
Australian competitive AOS events community, (b) represent a cross-section 
of knowledge of the different player bases/ communities across the 
different active states/ communities in Australia. 



b. The Residual Selector(s) are not allowed to apply for a place in the Team 
themselves to preserve probity, independence and fairness. 

 
2.2.2.  The Selectors Committee will devise an application questionnaire and criteria for public 

posting for applicants via the Australia AOS League website (currently www.ozsigmar.com) 
and then a call for applicants will be promoted via social media. 

 
2.3. ‘Drops’ and ‘Top Up’ Selection  

 
2.3.1.   While people who apply are expected to committ to the team, unexpected drop outs can 

occur as time passes and the event approaches (eg medical issues, significant unexpected 
financial strain such as losing a job). 

2.3.2.  The decision to replace Drops or Top Up’s will be made by the existing Team as they 
occur.  Consideration will be given to players who applied but did not make the Team via 
the Selection process, however the Team will not be bound by that and the Selectors will 
not be involved in the decision for replacing Drops or Top Ups 

 
2.4. Nationality Restrictions, Mercenaries and New Zealand 

 
2.4.1.  The Worlds event rules require the team to be majority native to the country they 

represent.   However, there is an allowance for the selection of Mercenaries that are not 
native to the country in the event that the country cannot field a full squad.  This is 
particularly applicable to smaller countries or countries (like Australia) with other 
constraints such as the large cost commitment which makes fielding a full squad difficult 

2.4.2. Team Australia application will be open to all native Australian and also New Zealanders*.  
The selectors committee is required to give a minimum of 5 slots to Australian native 
applicants per Worlds mercenary rules.    In the event of not enough suitably qualified 
native Australian applications, the first alternative preference for mercenary slots will be 
given to New Zealand* applicants.   The use of international non-Australian and non-New 
Zealand Mercenaries will be reserved only in the event that the team cannot fill all places 
with Australian/ NZ. 

2.4.3. Worlds event mercenary rules potentially change each year and supersede any Team 
Charter rules 

 
Governance Note: It is expected and believed that NZ has an even tougher time fielding a 
national rep squad but does have multiple world class players who could contribute 
strongly to a Team Australia under ANZAC spirit.   NZ has been Australia’s closest brothers 
in war for centuries, and so our communities naturally serve as closest allies for each other 
to tap into for our campaign to bring (*fantasy*) war to Europe once again! 
 
 
 



2.5. Team Coach 
 

2.5.1. The Worlds event rules allow for a team to bring a non-playing Coach and/ or another 
official team assistant.   The allowable roles of the non-playing Coach/ Team Assistant is 
outlined the the Worlds event rules (these include time-out rules, matchup process roles, 
rule reference roles and physical support duties (eg beer-runner!) 

2.5.2.    For Team Australia, after the squad has been selected, the team members of the current 
year squad will determine their desire for and selection of any Coach or Team Assistant 
role via a democractic process (with Captain holding a tie-breaking right).    
 

3. Team Captain 
 
3.1. Selection 
 

3.1.1. The Team Captain will be selected by the previous team via a vote that occurs shortly after 
the Worlds Team event but before the team is ‘spilled’ (per 2.1 above) 

Governance Note: The purpose of this rule is to: 

i. Ensure the Team Captain (as leader and manager of the Team) has a voice in the 
Selectors Committee 

ii. Ensure a continuity of experience and knowledge of the just completed 
campaign stays live within the team 
 

3.1.2. In the event no existing player seeks to be Captain or an applicant does not obtain 
endorsement by the existing team, the Team Captain slot will be considered vacant until a 
new team has been selected.  In this case, the new team will select the Captain based on 
democratic procedure from within the Team after selection.    

 
3.2. Rule of 2 

 
3.2.1.   An individual can only be Captain for a maximum of 2 Worlds campaigns in a row, after 

which they must step down. 

Governance Note:  The purpose of this is to ensure there is no “old boys club” effect 
centered around any single individual and the potential biases that come with that. 

3.2.2.  A previous captain that has stepped down either due to retirement or Rule of 2 can 
become Captain again for future campaigns after a break. 

 
 

 
 



 
3.3. Captains Roles and Responsibilities 

 
3.3.1. The Team Captain represents and advocates for Australia’s national interests in the Worlds 

Event Captains Committee, and commits to active participation in that forum.   This does 
involve regular engagement via Discord (or any new forum that emerges) and as the event 
approaches this will require a commitment to at least daily check-ins. 

3.3.2.  The Team Captain will co-ordinate and arrange event payment and ticket price collection 
from across the team 

3.3.3. The Team Captain is the global representative of the sport for the Australian community 
and will help promote interest in the event, growing competitive Warhammer in Australia 
via suitable engagement with the community (eg social media hype, being the ‘public face’ 
for AOS related media interviews related to Worlds or Team Australia) 

3.3.4.   The Team Captain has final decision making power to rule on any contentious issues from 
within the team (such as allocation of scarce limited or single use per team resources).   
The Team Captain can take advice from the team and facilitate debate, but holds final 
decision authority in the event the players have not reached a consensus position. 

 
 

4. Team Rules & Player Commitments 
 

4.1. Team Australia has earnt a reputation as fair sportsman in the world community.  The first and 
most important rule is players must not bring Team Australia’s professional standing and 
reputation into disrepute via their behavior either at Worlds or their behavior amongst the AOS 
Community (eg social media; at events) while being a Team Australia squad representative 
 

4.1.1.  Any Team Australia rep squad member that is credibly found to be cheating at any event 
while being a member of Team Australia faces instant dismissal from the squad.      
 

4.2. Team Australia members must financially committ to the Team in the following ways: 
 

4.2.1. Pay their contribution share of Worlds event tournament fees (as collected by the Team 
Captain, either as estimate fee or final fee) within 4 weeks after being Selected for the 
Team.    

4.2.2. This outlay is a non-refundable Commitment.   In the event a player drops out of the team 
for any reason, the replacement player will be expected to also pay for the same share of 
Worlds event tournament fee.  In this case, the dropped players fee share will be used as 
contribution towards team t-shirts, opponents gifts and any other like miscellousness 
team expenses. 

4.2.3.  Financially fully commit to travel expenses (i.e book and pay for flights, hotels) a minimum 
of 3 months before the event.    



4.2.4.  Team members are expected to share pro-rata on other miscellous team expenses, 
including team shirt, opponent gifts pool, any Ashes trophy and similar.    
 
Governance Note: The reason for ‘early’ financial commitment is because everyone else on 
the team faces a large financial outlay and risk, which is only viable to commit too if 
everyone has confidence that the team will hold together and not fall apart with late drops 
(noting this has happened to other countries teams in the past).   The early “skin in the 
game” financial commitments of each player mutually provides comfort to all the other 
players on the team regarding making their own significant financial outlays and 
commitments. 

 
4.3. Team Australia members must also committ to the following: 

 
4.3.1.  Active participation and contribution in the Team chat room and Team discord channels, 

including sharing list ideas, meta ideas, team structure, meta intelligence from events & 
general analysis of the game. 

4.3.2. Respect “Chatham House Rules” regarding the team chat, discord.  What is discussed 
within the Team, stays within the Team.  Team Members will not share cutting edge meta 
or list insights that have been developed within the team into the outside world. 

4.3.3.  Play at a minimum of 2x ‘Major/ GT’ sized events before the Worlds event. 
4.3.4.  Committ to regular practice play across the team via TTS, including reporting back to the 

team practice logs of key results, insights and learnings coming from ‘training games’.   
4.3.5.  Intention to participate in a team ‘Training Camp’ in the lead up to the event.  This is 

recognized as difficult to achieve and expensive given geographic challenges across 
Australia and so is not a binding commitment, however players should have good faith 
intentions to and reasonable expectation that they can participate in a Training Camp. 

 
4.4. Competitive Event: 

 
4.4.1. The World Championships is the peak of competitive excellence in the sport of Age of 

Sigmar.    Team Australia is intending to compete at the highest levels.   This is not a 
“narrative event” or “hobby event”; it is a competitive event where results are judged 
solely based on competitive play.    Team Australia players are expected to bring armies 
that reflect top end competitive effectiveness, prepare for the event with competitive play 
in mind and play at the event in a competitive spirit (while always taking into overriding 
account team reputation for sportsmanship). 

 
5. Amendments to the Charter 

 
5.1. This Charter can be Amended via a successful 2/3rds vote of the current Team Australia. 

 



Permanent Register & Honour Roll of Team Australia Representatives 

This register reflects the ‘cap number’ from when a player is first selected for the Team Australia rep 
squad.  Their player jersey for worlds will reflect their ‘cap’ number.     While the current Team Australia 
traces its history to the ETC-WFB days, this ‘cap register’ begins from squad 2022.   A players’ Team 
Australia Cap Number is based on the date order for their squad selection.  Where players joined the 
team at the same date, order is given alphabetically by surname   

The purpose of this register is to honour and remember the representatives who have been selected for 
Team Australia as part of the institutional memory of the sport. 

Cap Number Player Name Squads Other notes 
1 Mat Tyrrell   2022 Captain 2022 
2 Michael Clarke 2022  
3.  Dave Kerr 2022  
4.  Sam Morgan 2022, 2023 Captain 2023 
5.  Alexander Krohn 2022  
6.  Stuart McCowen 2022  
7. Fabian Quin 2022  
8. Peter Kreitl 2022  
 

Special note is given to: 

 Charles Black (2020), Liam Burnett-Blue (2020), Andrew Bigwood (2020), Clint Mallet (2021), 
Lachlon McLean (2021) and Tristain Smith (2021).   All these worthy players earned the right to 
wear the green-and-gold in the 2020/ 2021 rep squad(s) however due to covid the 2020/21 rep 
squads did not get to play at the event and these worthy players did not get the opportunity to 
formally represent their country (yet!) in our great sport at the World Championships. 


